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Abstract
Patent data provide technological information essential to define strategies and decisions
in the context of firm innovative processes. At present, information regarding patents is
usually represented and stored in large databases. Information from these databases is
commonly retrieved in the form of files with a CSV- or XML-based codification but with little
semantics that enable the inference of further relationships among patents. In these
databases, each patent is associated with a technological field by a code. Although the
codes assume a hierarchical classification approach, inclusion/subsumption relationships
are not explicitly specified such that computers can process them automatically. In recent
years, ontologies have been proven to facilitate the exchange of information between
people and systems. In this context, the Web Ontology Language (OWL), whose formal
semantics are based on description logics, has become the most widely used language for
the representation of ontologies. Certain patent ontologies have already been developed
in OWL to benefit from the semantics of patent information. However, none have fully
exploited the information that can be derived from the formal representation of patent code
classification hierarchies through description-logics-based reasoning. This paper presents
an approach to automatically translate the hierarchies found in the patent classification
codes into concept hierarchies. This proposal also enables the automatic inference of
implicit knowledge based on reclassification techniques and relationships between
different application domains without changing the applications that make use of patent
information. Several examples are presented to illustrate the applicability of the proposal
and how it can assist firms in patent information management.
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